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Lec 1                               Immunology                             Dr. Chatin 

      Introduction and Overview of immune system 

      Introduction 

Immunity :Ability of body to protect itself from foreign substances and 

cells, including disease-causing agents.  

The immune system: is Defense body mechanism : All the cells (and 

proteins) in the body that protect the body against foreign organisms and 

substances and also against cancerous cells. 

      The immune system must be able to: differentiate between material that 

is a normal component of the body (“self”) and material that is not native to 

the body “nonself”  

A highly specialized receptors present for discriminating between ”self” and 

“nonself” body components 
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Discrimination 

*The discrimination between “self” and “non-self” and the subsequent 

destruction and removal of foreign material  is accomplished by the two 

arms of the immune system : 

    1) The innate (natural or nonspecific) immune  system  

    2) The adaptive (acquired or specific) immune system 

*These two systems perform many of their functions by 

   cooperative interactions 
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 Overview of the innate immune system 

* It is the first line of defense 

* It is active at the time of infection 

• It consists of:  

     a- protective cellular (WBCs and derivatives) 

     b- chemical components 

 

 The response of the innate immune system 

 It is divided into two stages: 

   1- non-inflammatory reaction (body’s static defenses) 

         skin, gastric pH, lysozyme in tears, saliva, mucous 

   2- local inflammation promotes migration of phagocytes     

       and plasma protein into infected tissues 

       The phagocytes respond to surface structures present   

       in large groups of microorganisms (peptidogcan,  

       mannose)  

 

 Role of external body surfaces 

* The skin consists of sheets of dry, cornified   epithelial cells 

   Intact skin act as barrier to bacteria and viruses 

* Hair follicles and sebaceous glands produce:  

   Antibacterial substances (fatty acids and enzymes) 

* Normal microbial flora compete with:  potential pathogens 
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 Role of internal body surfaces 

 The normal movement of fluids and mucous act as  mechanical factors for 

cleaning internal surfaces of: 

1-  Respiratory tract 

2-  Gastrointestinal tract 

3- Genitourinary tract 

 

Component of Innate Immunity 

Innate Immune system 

 

    First line                                                          Second line 

1) Mechanical barriers                                   A- cells  

2) Chemical & biochemical inhibitors                 1- Natural killer  

3) Normal flora                                                     2- Phagocytes 

                                                                       B- Soluble factors  

                                                                       C- Inflammatory barriers 

 

 First line 

1) Mechanical barriers 

         - Intact skin : The skin consists of sheets of dry, cornified   epithelial 

cells 

   Intact skin act as barrier to bacteria and viruses 
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         - Mucous coat 

         - Mucous secretion 

         - Blinking reflex and tears 

         - The hair at the nares 

         - Coughing and sneezing reflex 

 

2) Chemical & biochemical inhibitors   

       - Sweet and sebaceous secretion 

      - Hydrolytic enzymes in saliva   

      - HCl of the stomach 

      - Proteolytic enzyme in small intestine  

      - Lysozyme in tears 

       - Acidic pH in the adult vagina 

 

3) Normal bacterial flora 

          - Competition for essential nutrients 

      - Production of inhibitory substances 

 

 

 


